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1 Introduction

This paper describes an approach towards extract-

ing an HPSG grammar from an \ideal" HPSG cor-

pus. Our approach follows the methodology for

grammar learning from corpora presented in (Bod

1998). His grammar learning model from corpora

includes the following elements:

1. De�ning the grammar formalism for the target

grammar;

2. Establishing a procedure for the construction

sentences analyses in the chosen grammar formal-

ism;

3. Establishing a decomposition procedure, which

extracts a grammar in the target grammar formal-

ism from the structures in the corpus;

4. A performance model guiding the analysis of new

sentences.

Two additional unspoken assumptions are:

5. The structures in the corpus are decomposable

into the grammar formalism;

6. The extracted grammar should neither overgen-

erate, nor undergenerate with respect to the training

corpus.

Following this methodology in our work we de�ne a

common representation for HPSG corpus and HPSG

grammar. Afterwards we de�ne a mechanism for

extraction of HPSG grammars from the corpus.

We start with a de�nition of an \ideal" corpus in

general. Such ideal corpus has to ensure the above

requirements and assumptions. An \ideal" corpus
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C in a given grammatical formalism G is a sequence

of sentences where each sentence is a member of the

set of structures de�ned as a strong generative

capacity (SGC) of a grammar � in this grammati-

cal formalism: 8S:S 2 C ! S 2 SGC(�), where �

is a grammar in the formalism G. Of course, the

grammar � is unknown. It is implicitly represented

in the corpus C.

We are using this general de�nition in order to de�ne

an \ideal" corpus in HPSG. Thus we choose:

1. A logical formalism for HPSG | King's Logic

(SRL) (King 1989);

2. A de�nition of strong generative capacity in

HPSG as a set of feature structures closely related to

the special interpretation in SRL (exhaustive mod-

els) along the lines of (King 1999) and (Pollard

1999).

3. A corpus in HPSG will contain sentences that are

members of SGC(�) for some grammar � in SRL.

In this paper we don't de�ne a performance model

for the extracted grammar.

The structure of the paper is as follows: �rst we

present a formalism for HPSG as feature graphs

based on SRL, then we de�ne the extraction of fea-

ture graphs from an HPSG corpus and how we can

construct HPSG grammar on the base of the ex-

tracted graphs.

2 Formalism for HPSG

In this section we present a logical formalism for

HPSG. Then a normal form (exclusive matrices) for

�nite theory in this formalism is de�ned as a set of

feature graphs. These graphs are considered as a

representation of grammars and corpora in HPSG.

First, we present the syntax of King's Logic. For



full description of it see (King 1989).

2.1 King's Logic | SRL

� = hS;F ;Ai is a �nite SRL signature i� S is

a �nite set of species, F is a set of features, and

A : S �F!Pow(S) is an appropriateness function.

� is a term i� � is a member of the smallest set T

such that (1) : 2 T , and (2) for each � 2 F and

each � 2 T , �� 2 T .

Æ is a description i� Æ is a member of the smallest

set D such that (1) for each � 2 S and for each

� 2 T , � � � 2 D, (2) for each �1 2 T and �2 2 T ,

�1 � �2 2 D and �1 6� �2 2 D, (3) for each Æ 2 D,

:Æ 2 D, (4) for each Æ1 2 D and Æ2 2 D, [Æ1 ^ Æ2] 2

D, [Æ1 _ Æ2] 2 D, and [Æ1 ! Æ2] 2 D. Each subset

� � D is an SRL theory. (King 1989) de�nes a

standart model theoretical semantics for his logic.

An HPSG grammar � = h�; �i in SRL consists of:

(1) a signature � which gives the ontology of enti-

ties that exist in the universe and the appropriate-

ness conditions on them, and (2) a theory � which

gives the restrictions upon these entities. Usually

the descriptions in the theory part are implications.

(King 1999) and (Pollard 1999) de�ne their notions

of strong generative capacity in HPSG based on SRL

as logical formalism. We are using an approxima-

tion of their de�nitions of SGC based on a normal

form in SRL, called exclusive matrix (see (King

and Simov 1998)). We present the elements of the

normal form as feature graphs. One important point

about our feature graphs is that they are considered

as descriptions in SRL and thus syntactic entities

but not as semantic entities | elements of an inter-

pretation.

2.2 Feature Graphs

Let �= hS;F ;Ai be a �nite signature. A feature

graph with respect to � is a directed, connected

and rooted graph G= hN ;V; �;Si such that: (1) N

is a set of nodes, (2) V :N�F!N is a partial arc

function, (3) � is a root node, (4) S : N! S is

a total species assignment function, and (5) for

each �1;�2 2N and each �2F such that Vh�1; �i #

and Vh�1; �i = �2, then Sh�2i 2 AhSh�1i; �i. We

say that the feature graph G is �nite if and only

if the set of nodes is �nite. A feature graph G =

hN ;V; �;Si such that for each node � 2 N and each

feature � 2 F if AhSh�i; �i# then Vh�; �i# is called

a complete feature graph. For each graph G =

hN ;V; �;Si and node � in G with G j�= hN� ;V jN�

; �;S jN�
i we denote the subgraph of G starting on

node �.

For each two graphs G1 = hN1;V1; �1;S1i and

G2 = hN2;V2; �2;S2i we say that graph G1 sub-

sumes graph G2 (G2 v G1) i� there is an isomor-

phism  : N1 ! N 0
2
, N 0

2
� N2, such that (1)

(�1) = �2, (2) for each �; � 0 2 N1 and each fea-

ture �, V1h�; �i = � 0 i� V2h(�); �i = (� 0), and (3)

for each � 2 N1, S1h�i = S2h(�)i. For each two

graphs G1 and G2 if G2 v G1 and G1 v G2 we say

that G1 and G2 are equivalent.

For �nite feature graphs we could de�ne a trans-

lation to a SRL descriptions using the correspon-

dences between paths in the graph and terms. Thus

we can interpret each �nite feature graph as a de-

scription in SRL. Using the set of all �nite feature

graphs that subsume a given in�nite feature graph

we can de�ne also interpretation of each in�nite

feature graph. Moreover, we can de�ne a corre-

spondence between exclusive matrices and feature

graphs. Thus using the algorithm from (King and

Simov 1998) and adding the information from the

signature as a special theory1 we can represent each

�nite SRL theory as a set of feature graphs.

Thus, feature graphs can be used for both: (1) Rep-

resentation of an HPSG corpus. Each sentence

in the corpus is represented as a complete feature

graph. One can easily establish a correspondence

between the elements of strong generative capacity

of an HPSG grammar and complete feature graphs.

Thus complete feature graphs are a good representa-

tion for an HPSG corpus, and (2) Representation

of the extracted grammar as a set of feature

graphs. The construction of a graph representa-

tion of a �nite theory demonstrates that using fea-

1In order to account for the information in the signature
we construct a special theory

�� = f
W

�2S

[
V

A(�;�)6=;;�2F

[: � �: �]]g.

Then for each theory � we form the theory �e = � [ ��
which is semantically equivalent to the original theory.



ture graphs as grammar representation doesn't im-

pose any restrictions over the class of possible �nite

grammars in SRL.

3 Extracting Grammars

In this section we present a fragmentation of an

HPSG corpus into a set of feature graphs such that

its subsets with particular properties can comprise

HPSG grammars.

Let C be an HPSG corpus comprising a set of com-

plete feature graphs. Let G be a grammar repre-

sented as a set of feature graphs as described above.

We say that G is a grammar of the corpus C if and

only if for each graph GC in C and each node � 2 GC
there is a graph GG in G such that GC j � v GG. If G

is a grammar of C then we could construct a model

of G by the graphs in C.

Now we de�ne the set of fragments extracted from

the corpus C. We construct a set FGF of feature

graphs such that

1. For each graph G 2 FGF , Vh�; �i # i�

AhSh�i; �i#, and

2. For each graph G 2 FGF , there is a graph GC
in C and there is a node � 2 GC such that

GC j � v G.

The �rst condition ensures that all features appro-

priate for a given species will be presented at the

root node for each feature graph in FGF whose root

is labelled by this feature. The second condition en-

sures that each feature graph in FGF is really a

fragment of at least one feature graph in the cor-

pus. FGF contains feature graphs with di�erent

size. We ordered FGF according to the subsump-

tion relation over feature graphs. The set ordered in

this way is a set of partial orders over the features

graphs in FGF .

Let G be a set of feature graphs such that for each

minimal feature graph M in FGF there is at least

one feature graph in G that subsumesM and G con-

tains only feature graphs from FGF . Each gram-

mar G constructed in this way is a grammar of cor-

pus C. Choosing di�erent feature graphs in FGF

we can construct di�erent grammars. In order to

extract the best grammar we will need to impose

some external requirements. Such requirements can

be that the extracted grammar ensures the shortest

inferences for the sentences in the corpus or that it

contains the most frequent graphs in the corpus.

An alternative to the grammar construction as it

is described above is to use the whole set FGF as

a grammar. In fact, this is the approach taken by

Rens Bod in his work ((Bod 1998)) with respect to

other grammar formalisms.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In the paper we de�ne the notion of \ideal" corpus

in HPSG. We develop a common representation of

such kind of corpus and the grammars that can be

extracted from it. Then we present an approach for

grammars extraction from such a corpus.

There are still open questions. As the set FGF

could be very large it is necessary to develop mech-

anisms for compact representation of it or an algo-

rithm for extracting a concrete grammar with desir-

able properties. If one would like to use the whole

set FGF as a grammar then a procedure for con-

struction of sentence analyses will be necessary.
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